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The Gap Screen is both porous and opaque, qualities that enable it to serve opposite purposes 
at the same time. Gap Screen’s modularity gives it the flexibility to define a space through 
various levels of transparency: Hanging on leather loops from a slender metal frame, geometric 
felt hangings make Gap visually lightweight while providing robust space division, ample 
storage or whiteboards.

As the most pared down member of our space division family, Gap Screen is a dynamic and 
dimensional partition solution that allows you to fill the gaps with functional storage and 
usable space, maximizing utility with a minimum of space. Add a personal touch by selecting 
any RAL color frame finish to compliment the wood components.

Gap Screen



Start with the frame.
Building out your Gap Screen starts with selecting a frame that is 66"L. This can be free-standing or nest with other modules for a longer run.

Add your panels.
Gap Screen allows you to create a dimensional division of space that adds texture and material to interestingly partition one space from another. 
Whether Gap Screen is purely aesthetic or meant to offer some privacy, PET panels add acoustic properties and an element of interest. PET finishes 
are available in light, medium and dark grey.

Whiteboard PET Full Panel PET Quarter RoundPET Half Round

PET Quarter Notch PET Half Notch

PET Full Panel with Radius
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Add your storage.
Gap Screen is a partition with that little something extra. Stick with the simple beauty of hanging panels or fill in 
the gaps with storage to enhance Gap Screen’s functionality.

Mind the Gap.

Gap Screen creates a partition that is layered 
to add function and visual interest. 

Fill Gap Screen with storage, let it be a 
display of shapes and materials or even a 
simple framed platform for your favorite 
philodendron.

Plinth 6 Cubby3 Cubby Tall Bookcase

Front Back
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Gap Screen Example Configuration 
Line Drawing

Set the example.

Here’s an example of how Gap Screen comes 
together.

Shown here is common configuration 
combining storage, a hanging PET panel, and 
a fixed whiteboard.

Allow your Gap Screen to stand alone at 
66”L or nest them together and allow 33” 
of Gap Screen to nestle into an adjacent 
configuration for added functionality and to 
divide larger environments.

*note: PET is made from recycled water 
bottles! It has a strong sustainable story as it’s 
made from 100% recycled content and can 
be recycled at the end of its life-cycle. Though 
acoustic and tackable, PET will leave a bit of 
memory.

Whiteboard panels are fixed, giving 
you a sturdy and streamlined 
solution to collaboration.

PET panel shapes give you flexibility 
to customize your Gap Screen and 
break up the linear plane.

Storage infills maximize partition utility.

Customize the frame color to 
incorporate branding or a fun pop.

Front

Back
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Gap Screen Example Configuration Renderings

Finishing touches.

Once you’ve selected your modules, 
select your finishes for the frame, wood 
components and PET panels.

Select any standard RAL color for 
the frame without any up-charge 
or minimum. This is a great 
opportunity to add your unique 
thumbprint to your design.

Next, specify your choice of wood: 
white oak, ash, maple, walnut.

PET felt options are light, medium 
and dark grey.

Remember, your Gap Screen can be 
as simple as a stand-alone partition 
or a nested run of functional storage 
and panels! Leave frames empty to 
expose beauty in utility.
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Go Configure.

Gap Screen modules can be nested 
together to form a longer run of 
dimensional space division.

Separate modules apart to create micro-
neighborhoods or cozy them up to one 
another to define larger areas and to 
add texture, storage or plant showcases. 
You can choose the right blend to suit 
your space.
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Stow-Away. 
Add a 6-Cubby storage module to fill in the gaps with functional storage. Keep books, office supplies 
or personal items to keep workspaces clean and clear.

Gap Screen | Greatest Hits
Browse some of our most sought after configurations or create your very own.

PET Half Round

6 Cubby

PET Full Panel
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The Low-Down. 
Perfect for when you just need a little bit of storage. Keep a low-profile with a 3-Cubby module to invite room for just the essentials.

PET Quarter Round

3 Cubby

PET Full Panel with Radius
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Up-high. 
Maximize storage capabilities with our tall bookcase module. Add a PET panel for just the right amount of privacy as you 
move around the space. Frames add a faceted feel to case goods making this so much more than your average book case.

PET Quarter Notch

Tall Bookcase
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A Notch Above. 
Our notched panels create a faceted aesthetic to your Gap Screen. Cutaway PET offers a hint of 
transparency to keep a space light and airy will providing privacy to the perfect degrees. 

PET Quarter Notch

PET Full Panel

6 Cubby
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Green Screen. 
Gap Screen also offers a plinth to display your favorite green friends. Break-up indoor spaces with a slice of 
the outdoors by mixing sustainable PET with truly natural ones. Nothing quite like a chlorophyll infill.

Plinth

PET Full Panel with Radius



We know you may have more questions and we hope you do!

Reach out to trade@corralusa.com for help with your personalized configuration or 
special request.

Check out our full line of furniture at corralusa.com where you’ll also find more information 
about us, our trade program and many other resources including CAD and Revit symbols.

Make sure to visit the Corral Youtube Channel for more videos and animations on our 
process and craft.

https://corralusa.com/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCz-ZpoM13qJCYvtsx-RV4Vg?

